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Maiden Resource impresses at Diamba Sud
Event
CHZ has announced the Maiden Resource for its 100%-owned Diamba
Sud Gold Project in Senegal, West Africa.
y The Global Resource is 781koz @ 1.6g/t gold at a 0.5g/t cut-off (69%
Ind), expected to be amenable to open pit extraction.

Chesser Resources Ltd

Impact
We were impressed with the shallow open pit Resource for a number of
key reasons:

Shareholders

y Higher grade core: the 493koz resource @ 3.0g/t is higher than our
2.0g/t assumption.
y Larger size: The overall resource size of 781koz is larger than our
anticipated 500koz.
y Pit constrained/Low strip: All resources are contained within a
US$1,800 pit shell, with a strip ratio of 3:1
y Simple metallurgy: 96% average recoveries with 40% sitting in oxide.
We now see potential for a 1.8Mtpa development capable of producing
up to ~130kozpa at an AISC of <US$1,000/oz for a capex of ~US$130m.
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y The Maiden Resource has re-confirmed our view that Diamba Sud
contains high value/margin ounces, which the market is currently
undervaluing.
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GP Securities (R.Greenslade)

Action
Speculative Buy recommendation and PT of $0.30 (A$150mcap)
maintained.

A$/sh

Directors
M.Connelly
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S.Taylor
S.O’Loughlin
R.Greenslade

o Incl. high grade core of 493koz @ 3.0g/t gold at a 1.5g/t cut-off
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Key Catalysts

Disclaimer

y M&A potential region IAMGOLD’s Boto Gold project located ~50km
south of Diamba Sud and Barrick’s Kabewest discovery ~5km to the
northeast.

Euroz Hartleys declares that it has acted as
underwriter to and/or arranged an equity issue
in and/or provided corporate advice to Chesser
Resources Ltd during the last year. Euroz Hartleys
has received a fee for these services.

y Ongoing exploration with a 15-20,000m program scheduled to
commence in Jan CY22, targeting infill and regional prospects (5
priority targets within the wider project area).
y Regional exploration results with RC drilling recently completed over
Area H, Area G and Western Splay, assays expected to be released in
December.
y Scoping study which we expect to be released in 1H CY22.
y Gold price

Euroz Hartleys Limited
All information and advice is confidential and for the private information of the person to whom it is provided and is provided without
any responsibility or liability on any account whatsoever on the part of Euroz Hartleys Limited or any member or employee thereof.
Refer to full disclaimer at the end of this document.
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Analysis
We previously assumed an open pit Resource of ~500koz at ~2g/t,
with the Maiden Resource exceeding our expectations on nearly every
metric. We are particularly impressed with the upfront production
potential at Diamba Sud given:
y Low strip ratio with the global resource sitting within a US$1,800/oz
optimised pit with a SR of 3:1. Along with 95% of the global resource
sitting within 135m of the surface
y Large oxide component (40%) assisting low mining costs and
increased throughputs
y Higher grades up front, which is highlighted by the high ounces per
vertical metre shallower in the deposit. As seen in the chart below,
this will be key for improved project economics and fast capital
payback.
Other encouraging aspects of the resource, which forms our belief that
Diamba Sud contains high value ounces include:
y Close to ~70% of the resource sitting in the Indicated category, which
will assist the upcoming Scoping Study.
y Simple free milling metallurgy with the test work showing average
recoveries of 96%.
y There is 656koz that sits within a US$1,350/oz optimised pit shell
which bodes extremely well for future project economics to be
outline in the Scoping Study.
Diamba Sud ounces per vertical metre

The high ounces per vertical metre
in the upper portion of the resource
bodes well for the front end
production and will assist in derisking the mine plan.

Source: CHZ

Diamba Sud Mineral Resources within US$/oz pit shells
A large proportion of the ounces sit
within a US$1,350/oz optimised pit
shell, which reinforces our view that
the Diamba Sud mineralisation is high
margin.

Source: CHZ

Euroz Hartleys Limited
All information and advice is confidential and for the private information of the person to whom it is provided and is provided without
any responsibility or liability on any account whatsoever on the part of Euroz Hartleys Limited or any member or employee thereof.
Refer to full disclaimer at the end of this document.
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Diamba Sud 3D Mineral Resource blocks >1.0g/t within US$1,800/oz
pit shell

Good continuity shown in resource
blocks that grade over 1.0g/t.

Source: CHZ

Diamba Sud 3D Mineral Resource blocks >0.5g/t within US$1,800/oz
pit shell

Source: CHZ

Regional
It is worth noting that Barrick recently announced broad mineralised
intercepts over 1Km in strike from its Kabewest discovery 5km to the
Northwest of Diamba Sud, including 69m at 2.3g/t and 45m at 2.3g/t. If
these material results continue, it could play into a regional M&A activity.
CHZ has regional exploration results pending with RC drilling recently
completed over Area H, Area G and Western Splay, assays expected to
be released in December. Some of the regional historical exploroation
results include 14m at 2.9g/t and 22m at 2.1g/t, with many minerlised
intercepts yet to reiceve followup drilling until now. The Company plans
to commence a 15-20,000m program in Jan CY22. We value all regional
exploration at a nominal A$25m.
Euroz Hartleys Limited
All information and advice is confidential and for the private information of the person to whom it is provided and is provided without
any responsibility or liability on any account whatsoever on the part of Euroz Hartleys Limited or any member or employee thereof.
Refer to full disclaimer at the end of this document.
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Diamba Sud with regional historical drilling

Source: CHZ

Project Economics
We have updated our assumed production profile to be in line with
the Maiden Resource. We have lifted our front end grade profile
meaning that production peaks at 130koz in the early years, with 2.5g/t
head grades. We have also increased our Capex for a 1.8Mtpa oxide
throughput to ~US$130m given cost inflation. We believe that our
estimates are conservative and will look to adjust them according to the
Company’s Scoping study which we expect to be released in 1H CY22.
In our view a good project comparison is with PRU’s Sissingué gold
project in Côte d’Ivoire. We have largely based our valuation/price
target on being able to achieve similar project metrics. Sissingue was
built for ~US$106m in 2017 and has processed up to 1.8mtpa (oxide
material). One material difference between projects is the best grade
material is mostly located at the back end of Sissingué mine plan,
whereas Diamba Sud should have the majority of its higher grade oxide
material at the front end of its mine plan which will assist in project
economics.

Euroz Hartleys Limited
All information and advice is confidential and for the private information of the person to whom it is provided and is provided without
any responsibility or liability on any account whatsoever on the part of Euroz Hartleys Limited or any member or employee thereof.
Refer to full disclaimer at the end of this document.
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Project Comparison
Perseus Mining

Chesser Resources

PRU

CHZ

Sissingué Revised FS

Diamba Sud

ASX Code
Project
Date

Apr’15

Location

Côte d’Ivoire

Senegal

90%

100% (currently)

% Ownership
Total Resource

943koz @ 1.7g/t Au

781koz @ 1.6g/t Au

M+Ind Resource

880koz @ 1.7g/t Au

538koz @ 1.9g/t Au

Reserve

429koz @ 2.4g/t Au

Mining method
Capex

Open Pit

Open Pit
~130*

US$m

106

Strip Ratio

W:O

3.2:1

~3:1*

Throughput

Mtpa

1.1

~1.8*

g/t

2.4

~2.4*

%

90

~94*

Av LOM Production pa

koz

75

~110*

Mine life

Yrs

5.25

~5*

Financed

Yes

NA

Permitted

Yes

NA

Completed

NA

Jan CY18

NA

Grade
Recoveries

Forecast Construction
1st Gold pour

* These are Euroz Hartleys estimates and remain subject to change pending
Company updates.
Source: PRU, CHZ & Euroz Hartleys Research

Although the resource looks to be trading inline with its peer EV/
resource ounce at A$74/oz, we believe that CHZ high quality ounces is
yet to be understood/reflected in its market value.
African Resource comparison
Africans Expl/Dev

Price

Company

Reserve

EV:Rsc

EV:Rsv

A$/sh

M Cap Net Cash
A$m

A$m

A$m

EV Resource
koz

koz

A$/oz

A$/oz

Firefinch Ltd

FFX

0.69

652

59

593

1,946

0

305

na

Golden Rim Resources

GMR

0.10

367

3

364

2,000

0

182

na

Predictive Disc Ltd

PDI

0.25

331

24

307

3,646

0

84

na

Orecorp Ltd

ORR

0.72

289

70

219

3,072

0

71

na

TIE

0.46

247

33

215

3,350

1,450

64

148

Tietto Minerals
Oklo Resources Ltd

OKU

0.16

78

8

70

669

0

105

na

Chesser Resources

CHZ

0.15

65

7

58

0

0

na

na

Mako Gold

MKG

0.11

40

12

28

0

0

na

na

135

148

Average
Source: Company Reports
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Key Variables
EH Forecast
Gold (US$/lb)
AUDUSD

Our Share Price Sensitivity
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ASSET VALUATION
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Diamba Sud gold project (90% owned)

115

0.23

Regional exploration

25

0.05
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7

0.01
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1

0.00
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-

-
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Our Market Sensitivity
Valuation - $0.30/sh
Price Target - $0.30/sh
Bull Scenario - $0.80/sh
Exploration success defines further extensive
zones of high grade shallow oxide mineralisation
and identifies the feeder zone. A standalone development at Diamba Sud is undertaken, enabling
production of +150kozpa at low AISC costs. Gold
price stays around current levels.
Base Scenario - $0.30/sh
Drilling confirms mineralisation continuity. There
is limited regional exploration success. A project
capable of producing up to ~130kozpa at AISC of
<US$1,000/oz . Gold price stays around current
levels.
Bear Scenario - $0.05/sh
Gold price falls over 10% and/or sovereign risk
arise. Infill drilling highlights mineralisation continuity issues. Step out drilling along strike and at
depth fails to define further economic mineralisation. The regional exploration program fails to
discover any significant mineralisation.
Company Summary
Chesser Resources Limited (CHZ) is a gold
explorer focussed on its Diamba Sud Project
in eastern Senegal. The Company announced
a highly economic resource of 781koz at 1.6g/t
with further infill drilling and extensional drilling
to grow the resource. Regional drilling to be followed up also looks promosing to deilver further
resource growth over time. A scoping study is
due to be delivered in 1H CY22, which we expect
to show production of up to 130kozpa at AISC of
<US$1,000/oz.
Disclaimer
The projections and information above is based
on the set assumptions outlined. Due care and
attention has been used in the preparation of this
information. However actual results may vary
from forecasts and any variation may be materially positive or negative. Forecasts by their very
nature, are subject to uncertainty and contingencies, many of which are outside the control of
Euroz Hartleys.
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Copyright & Distribution

Contact Details

The material contained in this communication (and all attachments) is prepared for
the exclusive use of clients of Euroz Hartleys Limited (ACN 104 195 057) only.
Euroz Hartleys Limited is the holder of an Australian Financial Services Licence
(AFSL 230052) and is a participant of the Australian Securities Exchange Group.
The information contained herein is confidential. If you are not the intended
recipient no confidentiality is lost by your receipt of it. Please delete and destroy
all copies, and contact Euroz Hartleys Limited on (+618) 9488 1400. You should
not use, copy, disclose or distribute this information without the express written
authority of Euroz Hartleys Limited.

Euroz Hartleys Limited

+61 8 9488 1400
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Disclaimer & Disclosure
Euroz Hartleys Limited, and their associates declare that they deal in securities
as part of their securities business and consequently may have an interest in the
securities recommended herein (if any). This may include providing equity capital
market services to the issuing company, hold a position in the securities, trading
as principal or agent and as such may effect transactions not consistent with the
recommendation (if any) in this report.
Euroz Hartleys Limited declares that they may have separately or jointly acted as an
underwriter, arranger, co-arranger or adviser in equity capital raisings, and will have
received a fee for its services, from or any company mentioned within this report
during the last 12 months.
You should not act on any recommendation issued by Euroz Hartleys Limited
without first consulting your investment adviser in order to ascertain whether the
recommendation (if any) is appropriate, having regard to your objectives, financial
situation and needs. Nothing in this report shall be construed as a solicitation to buy
or sell a security, or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction.
Euroz Hartleys Limited believes that the information and advice contained herein is
correct at the time of compilation, however we make no representation or warranty
that it is accurate, complete, reliable or up to date, nor do we accept any obligation
to correct or update the opinions in it. The opinions expressed are subject to
change without notice. No member of Euroz Hartleys Limited accepts any liability
whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use
of this material.
We cannot guarantee that the integrity of this communication has been maintained,
is free from errors, virus interception or interference.
The author of this publication, Euroz Hartleys Limited, it’s directors and their
associates from time to time may hold shares in the security/securities mentioned in
this Research document and therefore may benefit from any increase in the price of
those securities. Euroz Hartleys Limited, and its Advisers may earn brokerage, fees,
commissions, other benefits or advantages as a result of transactions arising from
any advice mentioned in publications to clients.

Analyst Certification
We hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect
our personal views about the subject company or companies and its or their
securities, and we are not in possession of, nor does this Research contain any inside
information.
No part of our compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly, related to the
specific recommendations or views expressed by the authoring analyst in this
research, nor has any attempt been made to influence this Research.
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